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1 Introduction

The Thesis is based on four independent papers [1] – [4]. Their
common subject are discrete dynamical systems generated by

continuous maps of a compact metric space.

In the first part we give an answer for a natural question:
what can be said about a “size” (in a sense of measure) of ω-

scrambled set?

In the second part we study relations between Li and Yorke
chaos and ω-chaos and their dependence on the cardinality of

the system’s domain.

The third part provides two counterexamples which disprove
that two points Li and Yorke chaos implies uncountable Li and

Yorke chaos on a general compact metric space. The first one
is constructed on Cantor sets and the second one on an arcwise

connected compactum.

In the fourth part we refute the main result from [WChL]
and we extend the main result from the first part.

Finally, in the fifth part we summarize all implications be-
tween distributional chaos, Li and Yorke chaos and ω-chaos on
an interval, a circle and a general compact metric space.

2 Basic terminology and notation

Let (X, d) be a compact metric space and C(X) the set of all
continuous maps f : X → X. By fn(x) we denote the n-th

iteration of x under f . The sequence {fn(x)}∞n=0, where f 0(x) =
x and fn+1(x) = fn(f(x)), is called the trajectory of x under f .

The set ωf(x) of all accumulation points of the trajectory is the
ω-limit set of x under f .

A map f ∈ C(X) is (topologically) transitive if for any non-

empty open sets U, V ⊂ X there is a positive integer n such that
fn(U) ∩ V 6= ∅; f is bitransitive if f 2 is transitive.
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In the Thesis we consider the following three types of chaos:
distributional chaos, Li and Yorke chaos and ω-chaos introduced

by [SS], [LY] and [Li], respectively.
For an f in the class C(X), for x, y ∈ X, t ∈ R and a positive

integer n, let

ξ(x, y, n, t) = #{i; 0 ≤ i < n and d(f i(x), f i(y)) < t},

where #A denotes the cardinality of the set A. Put

F ∗
xy(t) = lim sup

n→∞

1

n
ξ(x, y, n, t) and

Fxy(t) = lim inf
n→∞

1

n
ξ(x, y, n, t).

Then both F ∗
xy and Fxy are nondecreasing maps, with 0 ≤ Fxy ≤

F ∗
xy ≤ 1, F ∗

xy(t) = 0 for t < 0, and Fxy(t) = 1 for t > diam(X).
We refer to F ∗

xy and Fxy as the upper and lower distribution map

of x and y, respectively. The map f is distributionally chaotic
(briefly, dC) if there is a set D ⊂ X containing at least two
points such that for any x 6= y in D, Fxy < F ∗

xy (by this we

mean that Fxy(t) < F ∗
xy(t) for all t in an interval), this set is

called a d-scrambled set for the map f .

A set S ⊂ X containing at least two points is called an LY-
scrambled set for f if for any two x 6= y in S is

lim sup
n→∞

d(fn(x), fn(y)) > 0 and

lim inf
n→∞

d(fn(x), fn(y)) = 0.

The map f is Li and Yorke chaotic (briefly, LYC) if there is an

uncountable LY-scrambled set. Stronger notions of Li and Yorke
chaos are these with two points, infinite or with an uncountable

LY-scrambled set. To distinguish between these three types of
Li and Yorke chaos we use the notation LY2C, LY∞C or LYuC,

respectively. Moreover, f is extremely LYC if

lim sup
n→∞

d(fn(x), fn(y)) = diam(X).
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A set Ω ⊂ X containing at least two points is called an ωu-
scrambled set for f if, for any two x 6= y in S,

1. ωf(x) \ ωf(y) is uncountable,

2. ωf(x) ∩ ωf(y) 6= ∅ and

3. ωf(x) \ Per(f) 6= ∅.

The map f is ωu-chaotic (briefly, ωuC) if there is an uncount-
able ωu-scrambled set. In particular, f is ωu

2C, ωu
∞C or ωu

uC if
ωu-scrambled set contains two, infinitely many, or uncountably

many points, respectively.
The first condition from the definition of the ωu-scrambled

set could not be fulfilled if the space X is infinite. Therefore we
introduce the following definition.

A set Ω ⊂ X containing at least two points is called an ω∞-
scrambled set for f if, for any two x 6= y in S,

1. ωf(x) \ ωf(y) is infinite,

2. ωf(x) ∩ ωf(y) 6= ∅ and

3. ωf(x) \ Per(f) 6= ∅.

The map f is ω∞-chaotic (briefly, ω∞C) if there is an infinite ω∞-

scrambled set. In particular, f is ω∞
2 C or ω∞

∞C if ω∞-scrambled
set contains two or infinitely many points, respectively.

Let B(X) be the σ-algebra of Borel subsets of a compact
metric space X, and f ∈ C(X). Let M(X, f) be the set of
invariant Borel measures of f . Recall that a µ ∈ M(X, f) is

ergodic (also f is called ergodic) if the only members B of B(X)
with f−1(B) = B satisfy µ(B) = 0 or µ(B) = 1. The map f is

called uniquely ergodic if and only if M(X, f) is a singleton. For
more details see [Wa].

A subset M ⊂ X is minimal if and only if for each x ∈ M ,
ωf(x) = M . A point x in X is recurrent under f if x ∈ ωf(x), the
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set of all recurrent points under f is denoted by U(f). Moreover,
if ωf(x) is minimal then the point x in X is uniformly recurrent

under f and the set of all uniformly recurrent points under f is
denoted by UR(f).

Denote by Σ2 the set of all sequences x = x1x2x3 . . . where

xn ∈ {0, 1} for each n, equipped with the metric of pointwise
convergence. By a shift map we mean the map σ : Σ2 → Σ2

defined by σ(x1x2x3 . . .) = x2x3x4 . . .. This map is continuous
(see, e.g., [Fu]).

A subset C of a compact metric space X is called a Cantor
set if and only if it is nonempty, bounded, totally disconnected

and perfect (e.g., the Cantor ternary set). By a continuum we
mean a compact, connected set which contains more than one

point. Finally, denote by I the unit closed interval.

3 Scrambled sets for transitive maps

The measure of LY-scrambled sets of f ∈ C(I) was studied by
many authors. In [S1] there is given an example of a function
whose LY-scrambled set has full outer Lebesgue measure, maps

in [Ka] and [S2] have LY-scrambled sets with positive Lebesgue
measure, [BH] and [Mi] give examples of function LY-chaotic

almost everywhere. Babilonová in [Ba1] (resp. [BS]) improved
these results by showing that any bitransitive continuous map of

the interval is conjugate to a map extremely LY-chaotic (resp.
distributionally chaotic) almost everywhere.

The following Theorem A gives an answer for a natural ques-

tion: What can be said about a “size” (in a sense of measure)
of its ω-scrambled set?

Theorem A. Every bitransitive f ∈ C(I) is conjugate to g ∈
C(I), which satisfies the following conditions:

(i) there is a c-dense ω-scrambled set for g (hence g is ω-
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chaotic),

(ii) there is an extremely LY-scrambled set for g with full Lebes-
gue measure (consequently, g is extremely LY-chaotic),

(iii) every ω-scrambled set of g has zero Lebesgue measure.

4 Relations between LY-chaos and ω-chaos

It is obvious, that LYuC ⇒ LY∞C ⇒ LY2C; the converse impli-

cations are true for continuous maps on the interval [KS] or on
the circle [Ku] but, on general compact metric spaces they are no

more valid [HY], [FPS1], [3]. Also ωu
uC ⇒ ωu

∞C ⇒ ωu
2C ⇒ ω∞

2 C
and ωu

∞C ⇒ ω∞
∞C ⇒ ω∞

2 C, and again it is possible to show (see
examples in [2]) that the converse implications are not true in

the general case. There are four examples, constructed in [2],
which describe relations between these two notions (LY•C and

ω•
•C), see the table bellow. These are examples of continuous

maps on several spaces with different types of LYC and ωC.

cardinality of the space X type of LY•C type of ω•
•C

countable compactum LY∞C not ω∞
2 C

countable compactum LY∞C ω∞
∞C

perfect compact subset of R
3 LYuC not ωu

2C

uncountable compactum LY2C ωu
∞C

The main result describing connection between LYC and ωC

with respect to the cardinality of the scrambled set is formulated
in the following theorem.

Theorem B. Let X be a compact metric space, and let f ∈
C(X) be ω∞

2 C. Then f is LY2C. In general, any point in an

ω∞-scrambled set of f forms a LY-scrambled set with a suitable
point in X.
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5 LY-chaos and the cardinality of the scram-

bled sets

As it was said in the previous section the implication LY2C ⇒
LYuC is not true in general (recall that it is true if the space is

an interval or a circle).

We construct two maps on different spaces for which each
LY-scrambled set contains exactly two points.

The first one is constructed on a Cantor set and the second
one on a set which is a two-dimensional arcwise connected con-
tinuum with empty interior endowed with the relative topology

of R
2.

Finally, we can propose an open problem: for which spaces

the implication LY2C ⇒ LYuC is true?

6 Chaos, transitivity and recurrence

In this section we disprove, with foregoing Theorem C, the

second part of the main result by L. Wang, Z. Chu and G.
Liao in [WChL] that there is an uncountable set T ⊂ Σ with
T ⊂ R(σ) \ UR(σ) such that σ : T → T is uniquely ergodic.

Theorem C. Let X be a compact metric space and f ∈ C(X).
Then there is no T ⊂ R(f) \ UR(f) such that f : T → T is

uniquely ergodic.

We also improve the result by M. Babilonová-Štefánková from
[BS] and summarize analogous results by M. Babilonová from

[Ba2] and M. Lampart from [1].

Theorem D. Any bitransitive map f ∈ C(I) is topologically

conjugate to a map g ∈ C(I) which satisfies the following con-
ditions:

(i) g is extremaly LYC with LY-scrambled set S with full Lebes-
gue measure and S ⊂ R(g) \ UR(g),
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(ii) g is ωC and every ω-scrambled set Ω has zero Lebesgue
measure and Ω ⊂ R(g) \ UR(g),

(iii) g is dC with d-scrambled set D with full Lebesgue measure
and D ⊂ R(g) \ UR(g).

7 Connections between distributional chaos,

LY-chaos and ω-chaos

In this section we describe relations between notions of distri-

butional chaos, LY-chaos and ω-chaos.
If the space X is the unit closed interval (or a circle, respec-

tively), then it was proved in [Li] ([Miy], resp.) that ωu
uC, ωu

2C
and PTE are equivalent (PTE denotes positive topological en-
tropy, for definition see, e.g., [Wa]). Equivalence of PTE and

dC was proved in [SS] ([Ma], resp.). PTE implies LYuC, see
[BGKM] ([BGKM], resp.) but not conversely [S3] ([Ma], resp.).

Finally, equivalence of LYuC and LY2C was discussed in Section
4. In the following diagram 1. we summarize all mentioned im-

plications. A missing arrow means that the implication is not
valid, except for implications that follow by transitivity.

diag. 1.
(for an interval or a circle)

ωu
2C

m

ωu
uC ⇐⇒ PTE ⇐⇒ dC

⇓

LYuC

m

LY2C
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Let us explore the same situation for general compact metric
spaces. Let us start with the following theorem.

Theorem E. There is a perfect compact subspace X ⊂ R
2 pos-

sessing a continuous map F : X → X which is ωu
uC but not dC

and has zero topological entropy.

Proof. By [BRS] (Lemma 4.6.) there is a compact subspace

X ⊂ Σ such that σ restricted to X is ωu
2C but not dC. There is

a homeomorphism h : Σ → C (see, e.g., [Fu]), where C ⊂ I is

the Cantor ternary set.
By collapsing {0} × C in h(X) × C into a point, we get a

compact metrizable space. Denote it by h(X)′C. One can think
about it as a subspace of R

2. The topology on h(X)′C is given
by the metric inherited from R

2. We can imagine the space

h(X)′C as a union of slices Si with one common point — zero.
(So each Si is homeomorphic to h(X) and the set h(X)′C is

perfect, since each its point is accumulation one.)
Let X = h(X)′C and F : X → X be such a map that F

restricted to Si is equal to h(σ), for each i.
To verify that F is not dC and has zero topological entropy

it suffices to use the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma
4.6. in [BRS].

On the other hand, F is ωu
uC with ω-scrambled set Ω =

⋃
i{xi}, where xi is a suitable point from Si \ {0}. �

Most of above mentioned implications are not valid for gen-
eral compact metric spaces. There is an example of dC map on a
minimal space in [FPS2], hence it is not ω∞

2 C. (Let us note that

there is no ω∞
2 C map on minimal system.) By Theorem E the

converse implication is not valid. Theorem E gives a counterex-

ample that ωu
uC does not imply PTE. There are many examples

on minimal sets with PTE (see, e.g., [HK]), hence PTE does

not imply ω∞
2 C. Validity of implications between ω∞

2 and LY2C
was discussed in Section 4. Counterexamples that no implica-
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tion between LYC and dC is valid, can be found in [SS] and
[Ba1]. It was proved by [BGKM] that PTE implies LYuC, the

converse implication does not hold (see diag. 1.). Finally, there
is an example of a map which is dC and has zero topological en-

tropy in [BRS] (or [FPS2]). The converse implication is stated
as an open problem in [BRS] with suspected positive answer.
For completeness we give all these implications in the next dia-

gram 2. and again a missing arrow means that the implication
is not valid, except for implications that follow by transitivity.

diag. 2.
(for general compact metric space)

ωu
uC

⇓

ω∞
2 C =⇒ LY2C

⇑

LYuC

⇑

PTE
?

=⇒ dC
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